2016 Alaska International Senior Games – Mini Golf
The basic course rules will be as follows:
1.

Order of Play - At each hole, play shall begin with the player that had the fewest
strokes on the previous hole. Once all players have teed off, play will continue
with the player whose ball is closest to the hole playing next. Play will continue
with the next closest player and so on until all players have completed the hole.

2.

Tee Off - You may tee off at any point behind the designated area as determined
by the black pad or by colored tape where there is no black pad.

3.

Out of Bounds - Balls that are hit off the designated course are out of bounds
and shall be put back on the course at the nearest playable point to where they
went off. Play will resume from that point with a penalty stroke charged to the
player.

4.

Obstructions/Side Walls - Balls may be moved to a playable position
(maximum of one head distance) when along the sidewall or other similar
obstruction.

5.

Tunnels/Pipes - Balls that stop within a tunnel/pipe or go off the course due to a
tunnel/pipe shall be played using one of the following options:
a.

If the ball is still on the course, the ball may be played where it is for no
penalty.

b.

The ball may be placed on the "tee" side (similar to out of bounds rules) of
the tunnel/pipe for no penalty.

c.

The ball may be placed on the "hole" side of the tunnel/pipe (similar to out
of bounds rules) and take a penalty stroke.

6.

Use of Personal Clubs - Personal putters may be used throughout the course,
however for purposes of measuring ball position a standard course provided club
head will be used.

7.

Playoffs - If at the end of 18 holes there is a tie for one of the medal positions a
playoff take place. The hole used for the playoff will be determined by random
drawing. If the tie remains after the first hole, a new hole will be randomly drawn
and played until there is no tie remaining. All players tied for the same medal
ranking will participate in the playoff until there is a clear winner for each ranking.

Event held at Pioneer Park Mini Golf Course

